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Abstract. “Regular model checking” is the name of a family of tech-
niques for analyzing infinite-state systems in which states are represented
by words or trees, sets of states by finite automata on these objects, and
transitions by finite automata operating on pairs of state encodings, i.e.
finite-state transducers. In this context, the central problem is then to
compute the iterative closure of a finite-state transducer. This paper
addresses the use of regular model-checking like techniques for systems
whose states are represented by infinite (omega) words. Its main motiva-
tion is to show the feasibility and usefulness of this approach through a
combination of the necessary theoretical developments, implementation,
and experimentation. The iteration technique that is used is adapted
from recent work of the authors on the iteration of finite-word trans-
ducers. It proceeds by comparing successive elements of a sequence of
approximations of the iteration, detecting an “increment” that is added
to move from one approximation to the next, and extrapolating the se-
quence by allowing arbitrary repetitions of this increment. By restricting
oneself to weak deterministic Büchi automata, and using a number of im-
plementation optimizations, examples of significant size can be handled.
The proposed transducer iteration technique can just as well be exploited
to compute the closure of a given set of states by the transducer itera-
tion, which has proven to be a very effective way of using the technique.
Examples such as a leaking gas burner in which time is modeled by real
variables have been handled completely within the automata-theoretic
setting.

1 Introduction

At the heart of all the techniques that have been proposed for exploring infinite
state spaces, is a symbolic representation that can finitely represent infinite sets
of states. In early work on the subject, this representation was domain specific,
for example linear constraints for sets of real vectors. For several years now,
the idea that a generic finite-automaton based representation could be used in
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many settings has gained ground, starting with systems manipulating queues
and integers [WB95,BGWW97,WB98,BRW98], then moving to parametric sys-
tems [KMM+97], and, recently, reaching systems using real variables [BBR97,
BJW01,BHJ03].

Beyond the necessary symbolic representation, there is also a need to “accel-
erate” the search through the state space in order to reach, in a finite amount
of time, states at unbounded depths. In acceleration techniques, the move has
again been from the specific to the generic, the latter approach being often re-
ferred to as regular model checking. In regular model checking (see e.g. [BJNT00,
DLS01]), the transition relation is represented by a finite-state transducer and
acceleration techniques aim at computing the iterative closure of this transducer
algorithmically, though necessarily foregoing totality or preciseness, or even both.
The advantages of using a generic technique are of course that there is only one
method to implement independently of the domain considered, that multidomain
situations can potentially be handled transparently, and that the scope of the
technique can include cases not handled by specific approaches. Beyond these
concrete arguments, one should not forget the elegance of the generic approach,
which can be viewed as an indication of its potential, thus justifying a thorough
investigation.

So far, generic acceleration techniques have been developed and mostly used
for parametric systems, though in [JN00,BLW03] it is shown that they can also be
applied to systems with integer variables. Quite naturally, in these cases system
states are described by finite words or, for some parametric systems, by finite
trees ([AJMd02,BT02]), and the corresponding types of automata are used. On
the other hand, the regular model checking approach has not been developed for
infinite words, though these are used to represent reals in [BJW01] and [BHJ03],
but with domain-specific accelerations. Besides reals, using infinite words to
describe states can be useful while checking liveness properties of parametric
systems since behaviors violating such properties are necessarily infinite and
thus might involve an infinite number of processes.

This paper addresses the problem of using regular model-checking like tech-
niques for systems whose states are represented by infinite (omega) words, hence
its title. Its main motivation is to show the feasibility of the approach through
a combination of the necessary theoretical developments, implementation, and
experimentation. The main features of the techniques developed in this paper
are the following. First, to avoid the hard to implement algorithms needed for
some operations on infinite-word automata, only omega-regular sets that can
be defined by weak deterministic Büchi automata will be considered. This is of
course restrictive, but as is shown in [BJW01], it is sufficient to handle sets of
reals defined in the first-order theory of linear constraints, leads to algorithms
that are very similar to the ones used in the finite-word case, and allows us to
work with reduced deterministic automata as a normal form.

Second, taking advantage of this, we lift to weak deterministic Büchi auto-
mata the techniques developed in [BLW03], but consider the problem of extrapo-
lating an arbitrary sequence of automata, not just the iterations of a transducer.
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This generalization is immediate and moving to omega-words involves only mi-
nor technical problems, but has been an opportunity to fine-tune the method.
Basically, a sequence of automata is extrapolated by comparing its successive
elements, and attempting to identify an “increment” that keeps being added
when moving from one element to the next. The acceleration is then obtained
by allowing arbitrary repetitions of this increment. The issue of the preciseness
of this acceleration is handled with an adapted version of the criterion presented
in [BLW03].

Third, we turn to the pragmatics of computing reachable states. Taking ad-
vantage of the fact that our extrapolation technique works on automata, not just
on transducers, we consider computing reachable states both by computing the
closure of the transducer representing the transition relation, and by repeatedly
applying the transducer to a set of initial states. The first approach yields a more
general object and is essential if one wishes to extend the method to the verifi-
cation of liveness properties ([BJNT00]), but the second is often less demanding
from a computational point of view and can handle cases that are out of reach
for the first. Preciseness is not always possible to check when working with state
sets rather than transducers, but this just amounts to saying that what is com-
puted is possibly an overapproximation of the set of reachable states, a situation
which is known to be pragmatically unproblematic.

Fourth, by implementing and working with examples, we have tuned our ap-
proach so that it can handle transducers of substantial size. The most costly step
in the computations that are performed is the combination of a transducer with
itself, or with an automaton representing a set of states, and the determinization
step that is needed after projecting out the intermediate variables. Two tactics
have been used to improve the efficiency of this step: using a dominance relation
between states as described in [BLW03] and simply doing a bisimulation reduc-
tion before applying determinization. The effect of theses tactics can be very
substantial. Finally, even though we technically need to work with the reflexive
closure of the transducers, some steps can be computed with the nonreflexive
transducer. By considering various strategies that exploit this, substantial per-
formance improvements have also been obtained.

Our case studies and experiments include simple linear relations defined over
the reals as well as models of hybrid systems (see e.g. [ACH+95]), including a
leaking gas burner and an alternating bit protocol with timers. The transducers
that are handled contain up to over a thousand states.

2 Preliminaries

An infinite word (or ω-word) w over an alphabet Σ is a mapping from the
natural numbers to Σ. The set of infinite words over Σ is denoted Σω. A Büchi
automaton is a tuple (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F ), where Q is a set of states, q0 ∈ Q is the
initial state, δ : Q × Σ → 2Q is the transition function (δ : Q × Σ → Q if the
automaton is deterministic), and F ⊆ Q is the set of accepting states.
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A run π of a Büchi automaton A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F ) on an ω-word w is a map-
ping π : N → Q such that π(0) = q0, and for all i ≥ 0, π(i + 1) ∈ δ(π(i), w(i))
(nondeterministic automaton) or π(i+1) = δ(π(i), w(i)) (deterministic automa-
ton).

Let inf (π) denote the set of states that occur infinitely often in a run π. A
run π is said to be accepting if inf (π) ∩ F �= ∅. An ω-word w is accepted by
a Büchi automaton if that automaton admits at least one accepting run on w.
The language Lω(A) accepted by a Büchi automaton A is the set of ω-words it
accepts. A language L ⊆ Σω is omega-regular if it can be accepted by a Büchi
automaton. It is well known that the union and intersection of Büchi automata
can be computed efficiently. However, the complement operation requires intri-
cate algorithms that not only are worst-case exponential, but are also hard to
implement and optimize.

We now introduce the notion of weak automaton [MSS86]. For a Büchi au-
tomaton A = (Q, Σ, δ, q0, F ) to be weak, there has to be partition of its state set
Q into disjoint subsets Q1, . . . , Qm such that for each of the Qi, either Qi ⊆ F ,
or Qi∩F = ∅, and there is a partial order ≤ on the sets Q1, . . . , Qm such that for
every q ∈ Qi and q′ ∈ Qj for which, for some a ∈ Σ, q′ ∈ δ(q, a) (q′ = δ(q, a) in
the deterministic case), Qj ≤ Qi. A weak automaton is thus a Büchi automaton
such that each of the strongly connected components of its graph contains either
only accepting or only non-accepting states, and transitions leaving a component
always move to a lower one.

Not all omega-regular languages can be accepted by weak deterministic Büchi
automata, nor even by weak nondeterministic automata. However, there are
algorithmic advantages to working with weak automata: weak deterministic
automata can be complemented simply by inverting their accepting and non-
accepting states; and there exists a simple determinization procedure for weak
automata [Saf92], which produces Büchi automata that are deterministic, but
generally not weak. Nevertheless, if the represented language can be accepted by
a weak deterministic automaton, the result of the determinization procedure will
be inherently weak according to the definition below [BJW01] and thus easily
transformed into a weak automaton.

Definition 1. A Büchi automaton is inherently weak if none of the reachable
strongly connected components of its transition graph contain both accepting (vis-
iting at least one accepting state) and non-accepting (not visiting any accepting
state) cycles.

This gives us a pragmatic way of staying within the realm of weak determin-
istic Büchi automata. We start with sets represented by such automata. This is
preserved by union, intersection and complementation operations. If a projection
is needed, the result is determinized by the known simple procedure. Then, either
the result is inherently weak and we can proceed, or it is not and we are forced
to stop. The latter cases might never occur, for instance if we are working with
automata representing sets of reals definable in the first-order theory of linear
constraints [BJW01]. A final advantage of weak deterministic Büchi automata
is that they admit a normal form, which is unique up to isomorphism [Löd01].
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3 The Omega Regular Model Checking Framework

We use the following modeling framework:

Definition 2. A program is a triple P = (Σ, φI , R) where

– Σ is a finite alphabet, over which the program configurations are encoded as
infinite words;

– φI is a set of initial configurations represented by a weak deterministic au-
tomaton over Σ;

– R is a transition relation represented by a weak deterministic transducer over
Σ (i.e., a weak automaton over Σ × Σ).

Using the encoding of reals by infinite words presented in [BBR97,BJW01],
this class of programs includes systems using variables ranging over R and Z

and for which the data operations involving these variables are definable in
〈R, Z, +,≤〉. Note that, in particular, linear hybrid systems [ACH+95] fall within
this category.

Given a program (Σ, φI , R), we consider two verification problems:

– Computing the transitive closure of R: The goal is to compute a infinite-word
transducer representing the reflexive and transitive closure R∗ of R. Such a
closure can be used for computing the reachability set R∗(φI) of the program,
or for finding cycles between reachable program configurations [BJNT00].

– Computing the reachable states: The goal is to compute a Büchi automaton
representing R∗(φI), which can be used for checking omega-regular safety
properties of the program.

In this paper, we tackle both of these problems by the same approach, which
consists in constructing successive approximations of R∗ or R∗(φI), and trying
to algorithmically construct an approximation of their limit. In certain cases,
we will be able to prove that our approximation is exact. In order to show that
the approximations to be considered can be selected quite freely, we need the
following lemma [BLW03].

Lemma 1. Let R be a relation, and R0 = R ∪ Id, where Id is the identity
relation. If s1, s2, . . . is an infinite subsequence of the natural numbers, then
R∗ =

⋃
k≥0(R0)sk and, similarly, R∗(φI) =

⋃
k≥0(R0)sk(φI).

Thus, given a program (Σ, φI , R), we compute a transducer T0 representing
R ∪ Id, and select a sampling sequence s = s1, s2, . . . as discussed in [BLW03].
Computing R∗ (resp. R∗(φI)) then amounts to computing the limit of the se-
quence of automata (T0)s1 , (T0)s2 , (T0)s3 , . . . (resp. (T0)s1(AφI

), (T0)s2(AφI
),

(T0)s3(AφI
), . . . , where AφI

is an automaton representing φI). The problem of
computing the limit of a sequence of automata is addressed in the next section.
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4 Detecting Increments

Consider a sequence A1, A2, A3, . . . of infinite-word automata, which are assumed
to be weak and deterministic. Our goal is to determine whether, for sufficiently
large i, the automaton Ai+1 differs from Ai by some additional constant finite-
state structure. Our strategy, borrowed from [BLW03,Leg03], consists in com-
paring a finite number of successive automata until a suitable increment can be
detected.

For each i > 0, let Ai = (Qi, Σ, qi
0, δ

i, F i). In order to identify common parts
between Ai and Ai+1, we consider two equivalence relations between their states:

– The forward equivalence relation Ei
f ⊆ Qi × Qi+1 is such that (q, q′) ∈ Ei

f

iff the language accepted from q in Ai is identical to the language accepted
from q′ in Ai+1;

– The backward equivalence relation Ei
b ⊆ Qi × Qi+1 is such that (q, q′) ∈ Ei

b

iff the finite-word language accepted by Ai with q as final state is identical
to the finite-word language accepted by Ai+1 with q′ as final state.

The relations Ei
f and Ei

b can be computed by procedures similar to those
developed for finite-word transducers in [BLW03,Leg03], replacing Hopcroft’s
minimization algorithm for finite-word automata [Hop71] by a variant suited for
weak deterministic automata [Löd01].

The relations Ei
f and Ei

b enable us to define our notion of finite-state “incre-
ment” between two successive automata.

Definition 3. The automaton Ai+1 is incrementally larger than Ai if the rela-
tions Ei

f and Ei
b cover all the states of Ai. In other words, for each q ∈ Qi, there

must exist q′ ∈ Qi+1 such that (q, q′) ∈ Ei
f ∪ Ei

b.

Definition 4. If Ai+1 is incrementally larger than Ai, then the set Qi can be
partitioned into {Qi

b, Q
i
f}, such that

– The set Qi
f contains the states q covered by Ei

f , i.e., for which there exists
q′ such that (q, q′) ∈ Ei

f ;
– The set Qi

b contains the remaining states.

The set Qi+1 can now be partitioned into {Qi+1
H , Qi+1

I0
, Qi+1

T }, where

– The head part Qi+1
H is the image by Ei

b of the set Qi
b;

– The tail part Qi+1
T is the image by Ei

f of the set Qi
f , dismissing the states

that belong to Qi+1
H (the intention is to have an unmodified head part);

– The increment Qi+1
I0

contains the states that do not belong to either Qi+1
H or

Qi+1
T .

It is worth mentioning that, according to these definitions, the strongly con-
nected components of Ai+1 are each fully contained in either its head part, tail
part, or increment.
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Our expectation is that, when moving from one automaton to the next in
the sequence, the detected increment will always be the same. We formalize this
property by the following definition.

Definition 5. The sequence of automata Ai, Ai+1, . . . , Ai+k grows incremen-
tally if

– for each j ∈ [0, k − 1], Ai+j+1 is incrementally larger than Ai+j;
– for each j ∈ [1, k − 1], the increment Qi+j+1

I0
is the image by Ei+j

b of the
increment Qi+j

I0
.

Consider a sequence Ai, Ai+1, . . . , Ai+k that grows incrementally. The tail
part Qi+j

T of Ai+j , j ∈ [2, . . . , k], will then consist of j−1 copies of the increment
plus a part that we will name the tail-end part . Precisely, Qi+j

T can be partitioned
into {Qi+j

I1
, Qi+k

I2
, . . . , Qi+j

Ij−1
, Qi+j

Tf
}, where

– for each � ∈ [1, . . . , j−1], the tail increment Qi+j
I�

is the image by the relation
Ei+j−1

f ◦ Ei+j−2
f ◦ · · · ◦ Ei+j−�

f of the “head” increment Qi+j−�
I0

, where “◦”
denotes the composition of relations;

– the tail-end set Qi+j
Tf

contains the remaining elements of Qi+j
T .

Our intention is to extrapolate the automaton Ai+k by adding more incre-
ments, following the same regular pattern as the one detected in the incremen-
tally growing sequence. In order to do this, we need to compare the transitions
leaving different increments. We use the following definition [BLW03,Leg03].

Definition 6. Let Ai+k be the last automaton of an incrementally growing se-
quence, let Qi+k

I0
, . . . , Qi+k

Ik−1
be the isomorphic increments detected within T i+k

0 ,
and let Qi+k

Tf
be its “tail end” set. Then, an increment Qi+k

Iα
is said to be com-

munication equivalent to an increment Qi+k
Iβ

iff, for each pair of corresponding
states (q, q′), q ∈ Qi+k

Iα
and q′ ∈ Qi+k

Iβ
, and a ∈ Σ, we have that, either

– δ(q, a) ∈ Qi+k
Iα

and δ(q′, a) ∈ Qi+k
Iβ

, hence leading to corresponding states by
the existing isomorphism,

– δ(q, a) and δ(q′, a) are both undefined,
– δ(q, a) and δ(q′, a) both lead to the same state of the tail end Qi+k

Tf
, or

– there exists some γ such that δ(q, a) and δ(q′, a) lead to corresponding states
of respectively Qi+k

Iα+γ
and Qi+k

Iβ+γ
.

In order to extrapolate Ai+k, i.e., to guess the value of Ai+k+1, we simply
insert an extra increment Qi+k

Ie1
between the head part of Ai+k and its head

increment Qi+k
I0

and define the transitions leaving it in order to make it commu-
nication equivalent to Qi+k

I0
. Of course, before doing so, it is heuristically sound

to check that a sufficiently long prefix of the increments of Ai+k are communi-
cation equivalent with each other.
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5 An Acceleration Step for Sequences of Weak Automata

Given a sequence of automata, consider an automaton Ae0 of this sequence to
which the extrapolation step described at the end of the last section can be
applied. Its state set Q can be decomposed into a head part QH , a series of k
increments QI0 , . . . , QIk−1 , and a tail end part QTf

. Repeatedly applying the
extrapolation step yields a series of extrapolated automata Ae1 , Ae2 , . . .. Our
goal is to build a single automaton that accepts all the words accepted by these
automata, i.e., an automaton Ae∗ =

⋃
i≥0 Aei . The automaton Ae∗ can be built

from Ae0 by the following algorithm.

1. Build an isomorphic copy AI0copy of the automaton formed by the states in
QI0 , the transitions between them, and the outgoing transitions from these
states to states in QI1 , QI2 , . . . , QIk−1 , and QTf

.
2. Make all the states of AI0copy non-accepting;
3. For each state q ∈ QI0 ∪ QH and a ∈ Σ, if δ(q, a) leads to a state q′ in an

increment QIj , 1 ≤ j ≤ k − 1, then
a) Add transitions labeled by a from q to the state corresponding to q′ (by

the increment isomorphism) in every increment QI�
with 1 ≤ � < j, as

well as to the state corresponding to q′ in AI0copy;
b) If q ∈ QI0 , then let qcopy be the state corresponding to q in AI0copy. Add

transitions labeled by a from qcopy to the state corresponding to q′ in
every increment QI�

with 1 ≤ � < j, as well as to the state corresponding
to q′ in AI0copy.

These construction rules allow Ae∗ to simulate the computations of any of
the Aei , i ≥ 0. Notice that the transitions added at the last step may introduce
new cycles from states of AI0copy to themselves (following these cycles amounts
to visiting some additional number of increments). Since the accepting runs of
the Aei can only go through a finite number of increments, it is essential to
make these cycles non-accepting, which is the reason behind the duplication of
the first increment into AI0copy.

6 Safety and Preciseness

After having constructed the acceleration Ae∗ of a sequence A1, A2, . . . of au-
tomata, it remains to check whether it accurately corresponds to what we really
intend to compute, i.e.,

⋃
i>0 Ai. This is done by first checking that the accel-

eration is safe, in the sense that it captures all behaviors of
⋃

i>0 Ai, and then
checking that it is precise, i.e. that it has no more behaviors than

⋃
i>0 Ai. We

check both properties using sufficient conditions. We develop separately these
conditions for the two problems outlined in Section 3.
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6.1 Transitive Closure of a Relation

Let T0 be a reflexive infinite-word transducer over the alphabet Σ × Σ, and let
T e∗

0 be the result of applying the acceleration algorithm described in Section 5
to a sequence (T0)s1 , (T0)s2 , (T0)s3 , . . . of suitably sampled powers of T0.

Lemma 2. The transducer T e∗
0 is a safe acceleration if Lω(T e∗

0 ◦ T e∗
0 ) ⊆

Lω(T e∗
0 ).

Indeed, we have Lω(T0) ⊆ Lω(T e∗
0 ) and thus, by induction, Lω((T0)i) ⊆ Lω(T e∗

0 )
(since T0 is reflexive).

In practice, checking the condition expressed by Lemma 2 requires to comple-
ment T e∗

0 . By construction (see Section 5), this transducer is weak but generally
not deterministic. Our approach consists in determinizing T e∗

0 , and then check-
ing whether the resulting transducer is inherently weak. In the positive case, this
transducer can be turned into a weak deterministic one and easily complemented.
Otherwise, the test cannot be completed.

We now turn to determining whether the acceleration is precise. This amounts
to checking that any word accepted by T e∗

0 or, equivalently, by some T ei
0 , is also

accepted by some sampled power (T0)sj of the transducer T0. The idea, borrowed
from the procedure developed for finite-word transducers [Leg03,BLW03], is to
check that this property can be proved inductively. Our sufficient condition is
formalized by the following definition.

Definition 7. A sequence T e1
0 , T e2

0 , . . . of extrapolated transducers is inductively
precise if, for all i > 1 and words w ∈ Lω(T ei

0 ), there exist 0 < j, j′ < i such
that w ∈ Lω(T ej

0 ◦ T
ej′
0 ).

To check inductive preciseness, we use weak automata with counters. It is
possible to add a counter c to T e∗

0 in such a way that, when a word w ∈ Σ × Σ
is accepted, the value of c stabilizes before reaching the final accepting strongly
connected component, and gives the index i of an extrapolated transducer T ei

0
that accepts w (the construction is similar to the one proposed in [Leg03]). The
resulting counter automaton is denoted T e∗

c . Furthermore, we write T e∗
c=i (resp.

T e∗
c<i) to denote the automaton T e∗

c in which the final value of the counter is
required to be equal (resp. less than) i in order to accept a word.

Using three copies T e∗
c1

, T e∗
c2

and T e∗
c3

of T e∗
0 , the inductive preciseness criterion

can be expressed as

∀w ∈ (Σ × Σ)ω, ∀i > 1 [w ∈ Lω(T e∗
c1=i) ⊃ w ∈ Lω(T e∗

c2<i ◦ T e∗
c3<i)]. (1)

This condition can be checked in the following way. It can be shown that,
for any word w ∈ (Σ × Σ)ω and counter value i > 0, w can at most be accepted
by one run of T e∗

c1=i. Moreover, the transitions of T e∗
c1

are labeled by symbols in
Σ × Σ and by a counter incrementing operation +i, where i is in a finite range
0 ≤ i ≤ d. The automaton T e∗

c1
is, by construction, weak and deterministic with

respect to the alphabet Σ × Σ × [0, d] (we denote by Tae∗
c1

the automaton T e∗
c1
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considered over this augmented alphabet). Thanks to these properties, deciding
Condition (1) reduces to checking

Lω(Tae∗
c1

∩ (T e∗
c2<c1

◦ T e∗
c3<c1

)) = Lω(Tae∗
c1

). (2)

Since it is sufficient to consider the differences c1 − c2 and c1 − c3, we are
left with the problem of checking equality of accepted languages between a two-
counter weak automaton and a weak deterministic automaton. Following the
strategy described in [Leg03,BLW03], we impose synchronization conditions on
the pairs of counters (c1, c2) and (c1, c3) so as to reduce the problem to a finite-
state one. It is worth mentioning that, since Tae∗

c1
is weak and deterministic,

the automaton accepting the left-hand side of (2) must be inherently weak in
order to satisfy the condition. This makes it possible to check easily (2), by first
computing minimized deterministic automata accepting both sides [Löd01], and
then checking whether their transition graphs are isomorphic.

6.2 Limit of a Sequence of Reachable Sets

Let T0 be a reflexive infinite-word transducer over the alphabet Σ × Σ and let
A be an automaton over Σ. Let Ae0 , Ae1 , . . . be automata extrapolated from a
finite sampled subsequence of A, T0(A), (T0)2(A), (T0)3(A), . . . . Let Ae∗ be the
result produced by the acceleration algorithm described in Section 5 (we thus
have Lω(Ae∗) =

⋃
i≥0 Lω(Aei)).

Lemma 3. The automaton Ae∗ is a safe acceleration if Lω(T0(Ae∗)) ⊆
Lω(Ae∗).

Like in the case of Lemma 2, this condition can be checked provided that
determinizing T0(Ae∗) produces an inherently weak automaton.

Determining whether the acceleration is precise is a more difficult problem,
for which we provide only a partial solution. Our sufficient precision criterion is
formalized by the following definition.

Definition 8. Let k > 0. The sequence Ae0 , Ae1 , . . . is k-inductively precise
if for all i > 0 and words w ∈ Lω(Aei), there exists j < i such that w ∈
Lω(T k

0 (Aej )).

To check k-inductive preciseness, one can use the same strategy as the one
outlined in Section 6.1, checking here only the value of the difference between
two counters.

In practical applications, the condition expressed by Definition 8 is usually
only satisfied when the sequence A, T0(A), (T0)2(A), (T0)3(A), . . . can be sam-
pled at periodic points (the value of k then corresponds to the chosen period).
In other situations, when we are able to assess safety but not preciseness, the ac-
celerated automaton Ae∗ provides an overapproximation of

⋃
i≥0(T0)i(A). This

can be seen as the result of widening the transition relation modeled by the
transducer T0, and is often sufficient for validating the property of interest.
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7 Implementation Issues

Implementing the techniques presented in this paper requires potentially costly
composition and determinization procedures. In this section, we describe three
algorithmic improvements that, in many practical cases, decrease substantially
the cost of these procedures.

Dominance. The determinization algorithm for weak automata is derived
from the classical subset construction for finite-word automata. As it has been
observed in [BLW03], the sets of states that are manipulated during determiniza-
tion may contain a large number of states that do not influence the behavior of
the resulting automaton, because they are dominated by other states. Adapting
the dominance detection method proposed in [BLW03] to weak deterministic
automata is direct and requires only minor algorithmic modifications.

Bisimulation reduction. Consider a transducer T0 and an exponential sam-
pling sequence si = 2i for all i > 0. Any transducer (T0)sj , with j > 1, can easily
be computed as the sequential composition of (T0)sj−1 with itself. This compo-
sition produces, in general, an automaton with O(N2) states, with N = |(T0)sj |,
which is costly to determinize. In many experiments, it has been observed that
applying a bisimulation reduction to the result of the composition before deter-
minizing it reduces dramatically the cost of computing (T0)sj .

Nonreflexive composition. Let T be a transducer and T0 = T ∪ Id . Consider
again an exponential sampling si = 2i for i > 0. In experiments, one observes
that computing the deterministic form of (T0)sj (A), where j > 1 and A is some
given automaton, is usually much more costly than computing (T )sj (A). The
computation of (T0)sj can then be made more efficient by using the formula
(T0)sj = ((T0)sj−1 ◦ (T )sj−1) ∪ (T0)sj−1 instead of (T0)sj = (T0)sj−1 ◦ (T0)sj−1 .

8 Experiments

The techniques presented in this paper have been tested on several case studies,
using a prototype implementation that relies on the LASH package [LASH] for
handling automata. The transition relations that have been considered are all
defined over real variables, and represented by Real Vector Automata [BBR97],
i.e., Büchi automata operating over the binary encoding of numbers.

The first series of test cases consisted of computing the reflexive and tran-
sitive closure of relations of the form (x, x + (1/k)) for several values of k. In
each case, our detection algorithm was able to identify a suitable increment, and
applying the acceleration step produced an exact representation of the expected
result. The next batch of experiments concerned relations with both discrete
and continuous features, such as those of Timed Petri Nets [Bow96]. It is worth
mentioning that the disjunctive nature of such relations prevents the use of spe-
cific acceleration techniques like those proposed in [BBR97,BHJ03]. For all these
case studies, the sampling sequence consisted of the powers of 2. In Table 1, we
give the number of states of the minimal and deterministic form of the trans-
ducers that were iterated, of the computed closure, and of the largest power of
the transducer that had to be constructed in order to detect an increment.
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Table 1. Examples of transducers modeling relations and their iteration.

Relation |T0| |T ∗
0 | Max |T i

0 |
(x, x + (1/2)) 9 15 38
(x, x + (1/4)) 11 18 42
(x, x + (1/3)) 8 22 53
(x, x + (1/7) 10 40 87
(x, x + (1/17) 30 84 197

(x, x + (1/8192)) 33 51 86
(x, x + (1/65536)) 39 60 98

{((x, y), (x + α, y + α)) | α ∈ [0, 0.5], x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0}
∪ {((x, y), (x, y + 1)) | x ≥ 0, 0 ≤ y ≤ x − 1} 184 309 3500

[{((x, y), (x + 1, y − 1))} ∪ {((x, y), (x − 1, y + 1))} ∪
{((x, 0), (x + 1 + α, 0)) | α∈[0, 0.5]}

∪ {((0, y), (0, y + 1 + α)) | α∈[0, 0.5]}]
∩ R

2
≥0×R

2
≥0 82 84 507

{((x, y), (x + 2 + α, y − 1 − α)) | α∈[0, 0.5]} ∩ R
2
≥0×R

2
≥0 108 596 3944

[{((x, y), (x + (1/3), y − (1/2)))} ∪
{((x, y), (x − (1/2), y + (1/3)))}] ∩ R

2
≥0×R

2
≥0 336 229 958

{((x, y, z), (x + 1 + α, y + 2, z + α)) | α∈[0, 0.5]} 220 421 44621

ẋ = 1
ẏ = 1
ż = 1
x ≤ 1

x ≥ 30 −→ x := 0

∧ z = 0

x = 0
∧ y = 0

L ¬L
ẋ = 1
ẏ = 1
ż = 0

x ≤ 1 −→ x := 0

Fig. 1. Hybrid automaton modeling the leaking gas burner.

We also used our prototype for computing reachable sets. For the disjunctive
relation [{((x, y), (x+2+α, y−1−α)) | α∈[0, 0.3]} ∪ {((x, y), (x−1−α, y+2+α)) |
α∈[0, 0.3]}] ∩ R

2
≥0 × R

2
≥0, the computation of its transitive closure had to be

stopped after generating transducers with more than one million states. On the
other hand, computing the set of configurations reachable from the state (1, 1)
resulted in a transducer with only 234 states, which was swiftly produced, the
largest automaton build during the procedure having 635 states.

We also applied our method to the more challenging problem of analyzing
a linear hybrid automaton. The case study consisted of computing the closure
of the transition relation of the leaking gas burner described in [ACH+95]. This
system consists in a gas burner that leaks during periods of less than one time
unit (t.u.), these periods being separated by at least 30 t.u. A linear hybrid
automaton modeling the leaking gas burner is given in Figure 1. The states L and
¬L correspond respectively to the leaking and non-leaking situations, x measures
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the leaking periods and the interval between them, y is absolute time, and z keeps
track of the cumulated leaking duration. With our implementation, we were able
to compute a superset of its reachable set of configurations. We then compared
this set with the one produced by the technique described in [BHJ03] (which is
specific to linear hybrid automata), from which it turned out that our computed
set was actually exact. For this case study, the minimal and deterministic form
of the transition relation is a transducer with 2406 states, and the representation
of the reachability set has 524 states. The largest automaton considered by the
increment detection procedure had 1892 states.

Our prototype was also applied to several other case studies. Those include
an alternating bit protocol with unreliable channels and a timer [BSW69], as
well as other disjunctive relations.

9 Conclusions

Attempting to verify infinite-state systems while working exclusively with au-
tomata-theoretic representations and algorithms can appear as a somewhat qui-
xotic endeavor. Indeed, working with domain-specific representations will in most
cases be more efficient. But, this efficiency is gained at the price of limited ap-
plicability, sometimes even within the chosen domain, for instance restricting
oneself to convex sets while dealing with constraints. This is to be contrasted
with the fact that the automaton-based representation used in this paper has,
for instance, the unique capability of algorithmically handling arbitrary com-
binations of linear constraints involving both reals and integers. Also, a single
representation makes the handling of multiple domains direct and, for some do-
mains such as parametric systems, words and automata are the only available
representation.

Furthermore, the results of this paper show that accelerating sequences of
weak Büchi automata can be done without any specific attention to what the au-
tomata actually represent or any, a priori, restriction on their structure. To some
extent, this possibility is already present in earlier work, in particular [Tou01],
but making it available for infinite-word automata is unique and very useful from
the point of view of the applications that can be handled. Finally, exploiting
rather basic algorithmic and implementation optimizations makes it possible to
handle automata of significant size. There is certainly room for further improve-
ment and lack of efficiency might, after all, not be a real issue for automata-based
approaches.

The leaking gas burner example that has been handled is small, but has
long been a challenge for algorithmic approaches and was handled without any
specific tailoring of our fairly simple approach. What is really exciting about this
direction of work is that so much could be achieved with so little.
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